WORD SEARCH: Help Amelia Bedelia and her friends find the words in the word bank by circling them in the box of letters!

WORD BANK:

AMELIA BEDELIA
BRANCH
CAT
CURIOSITY
FIRE TRUCK
FRIENDS
FUN
HOME
KITTEN
LIMB
MEOW
SIREN
TREE

V R C O Z Y I C K D G O Q N D N J
L D F O A M E L I A B E D E L I A
V N I H G K E U S Q T J C Y D B A
O X R G V H D O P F L Z U W D Q J
B K E L X O S H W I S I R E N F L
R I T I I M G I R I Z F I P Q N S
A T R M U E Q O T U O C O L E C X
N T U B F J J K L P S S Y P G I
C E C V U F R I E N D S I J F Q U
H N K G N Y Q U W Z N I T H Z W L
G C C A T T R E E N C U Y Q S C H
S B L H X O O C P F X S U H O M X
Amelia Bedelia's Mixed-up Words

Amelia Bedelia is all mixed up! Help her by unscrambling these words. (Hint: Use the pictures to help you figure out the words.)

W I G N S

E K A B

N D I F R E S

U S M I C
TIME CAPSULE: Amelia Bedelia and her friends are excited to open a secret time capsule! Create your own time capsule by filling out the answers in the blanks below. Encourage friends to do the same, and find a container to put the answers into before burying it in a safe place.

Today’s date is ____________.
My name is ________________.
I am _____ years old.
I am in ______ grade.
My best friends are __________________
& __________________.
My favorite color is ____________.
My favorite food is ____________.
My least favorite food is ____________.
My favorite book is ____________.
My favorite movie/TV show is ____________.
I love learning about ____________ in school.
I want to be a/an ____________ when I grow up.

______________________________
Signature